
The Case for Electronic Writing 

 

Why Display Technologies Lend Themselves to Writing 

By 2050, there will be 9 billion people on our planet. It will be a world with screens literally everywhere. 

Screens in our purses and pockets, on our desks at home and work, and in conference rooms large and 

small. Our walls will become windows of interactive information and entertainment. Until recently, most 

displays were in a headlong rush toward becoming all digital. But the more things change, the more they 

stay the same. 

Addressing a Human Need 

The human need to interact with what we see has forced displays back to the analog age—at least in 

part. When we bring pen to paper, something happens that digital screens simply can’t satisfy. Our 

brains fire neurons in different places, we create better ideas, and we express and process them with 

greater clarity. Some experts believe cursive writing creates more self-control. It also frees our minds to 

think outside the box. 

The Future of Analog Presentations 

Flip charts and whiteboards have been around for 50 years with almost no innovation. Yet even in 

conference rooms equipped with $500K worth of massive screens, cameras and surround sound video 

conferencing equipment, we often still see a whiteboard or flip chart. So why do we love them so much? 

In a world increasingly populated by open-concept offices, hot desks, and huddle spaces, the need to 

pull co-workers together for a meeting to share information and ideas remains unchanged. While 

technology has vastly expanded remote collaboration, meeting room technology often inhibits 

collaboration through its very complexity. People still need to communicate face-to-face to work out 

problems, share opinions, make lists, and create ideas organically. 



A recent INSIGHTS study revealed that roughly 95 percent of office respondents preferred small, in-

person meetings using simple analog collaboration tools with little or no learning curve. The analog tools 

that rise to prominence in both flexibility and portability are flip charts and whiteboards. But is there a 

happy medium? Can displays adapt to meet the human tactile need for a free association of ideas and 

information? 

Can School Displays Make the Grade? 

In education, 90 percent of classrooms (even the most sophisticated classrooms) still use whiteboards. 

Will digital displays rise to the occasion and adapt to the flexibility and spontaneity of flip charts and 

whiteboards? In a PEW research study, National Writing Project (NWP) and Advanced Placement (AP) 

teachers noted the many unique ways they use digital tools—ranging from whiteboards to Google Docs 

to wikis—to teach key writing skills. 

Digital writing or reading is not without issues. Many digital devices, especially laptops, can distract from 

learning. Not only for the student using the device but also for those around them. The study, ‘Out of 

the Frying Pan,’ revealed that laptop use could negatively affect information recollection regardless of 

duration. It seems that multitasking and distraction devices interfere with study. Devices that permit 

non-relevant browsing can cause students to lose focus. Even using relevant information browsing and 

school-related apps and sites can interfere with actual learning. This applies to popular devices like 

iPads. In terms of writing, using pens or pencils, rather than typing, can be very beneficial to information 

processing, focus, and memory. Even doodling in the classroom has shown to have similar benefits. 

Displays Beginning to Adapt 

How can displays replace this analog medium and still remain viable as a human contact tool? Some 

displays have. In the past two years, the biggest names in tech have launched devices for collaboration 

and writing. 

• Microsoft Surface Hub transforms ordinary places into modern collaboration spaces. It connects 

multiple devices wirelessly and unites teams on a big screen, letting users ink directly and 

naturally on the whiteboard to capture the most elaborate ideations. It also lets users pull in 

multimedia and content from other apps. 

• Google Jamboard sketches ideas whiteboard-style with the access and connectivity of an 

interactive canvas. Users can drop images, add notes and pull assets directly from the web while 

collaborating with team members from anywhere. There’s real-time co-authoring whether 

teams are in the same room using multiple Jamboards, or across the world using the Jamboard 

app on mobile. 

• Cisco’s WebEx Board wirelessly presents, whiteboard, video or audio conferences, and 

annotates shared content. It enables team collaboration at the touch of a finger for two-way 

whiteboarding with pinch/zoom. A Teams app connects to virtual team members via a wide 

range of devices. 

LCD Whiteboards: Not Ideal 

Despite spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on LCD video room conferencing, the whiteboard is 

still the most prevalent way to ideate. LCD-based whiteboard solutions have been around for over 15 



years. Why aren’t they being used to brainstorm/ideate? The answer is LCD-based whiteboards suffer 

from several problems. Their brightness and reflection can be tiring to both presenter and audience, 

especially since the contrast changes with content and location of the user. They can also be hot and 

uncomfortable to work within close proximity. 

LCD Whiteboard Challenges 

LCD-based whiteboards are heavy and bulky, which makes them less portable. Technical breakdowns, 

deficient software, and constant use, leading to boredom, can deter users. They typically require 

extensive training with installation and setup. Technical difficulties and the need to prepare these 

devices for presentations can often lead to frustration. Health issues, eye fatigue, and fear of radiation 

have also been expressed as concerns among some users. 

ePaper Solutions: Their Time Has Come 

In contrast, ePaper solutions offer real-time ideation solutions and perform a crucial role in user 

acceptance of digital whiteboards. These large-format, mobile ePaper-based devices look and feel like 

paper and pen. Simple to use, presenters or participants can walk up and start writing on boards that 

combine a whiteboard experience with the full power of digital. The boards look and feel like traditional 

paper-and-pen whiteboards, are easy on the eyes, and sunlight readable with no glaring reflections. No 

more closing the blinds or switching to ordinary paper flip charts. ePaper solutions allow users to even 

take their ideation process outdoors. The high contrast black-and-white screen allows contents to be 

visible from any angle. They also use far less power—some as much as 96% more efficient than LCD 

whiteboard —which makes them cool to the touch, far lighter and more portable. 

We once again look to technology to solve a problem that has long challenged the very concept of 

collaboration and idea generation. Digital systems have come a long way, but technology is increasingly 

driving these systems to become more like pen-and-paper flip boards. The solution has already begun to 

assert itself in a symbiotic relationship of digital displays and physically tactile presentation boards. 

ePaper-based displays have become emblematic of the new breed of presentation tools that favor 

analog writing to think, learn and create. 
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